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                        (Call cost to national mobile network)
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                            Av. Portugal. 154. Piso 1
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                We use cookies for a better experience and personalised ads based on your activity. Click 'Manage Cookies' to change preferences.
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                Most websites use cookies. Cookies are small text files that are placed on your device to store data that web servers can later use. English Exam Center and its external partners use cookies to remember your preferences and settings, help you log in, show you personalized advertisements and analyze how our websites work. For more information, see the Cookies section of the Privacy Policy
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                        We use cookies necessary to perform the essential functions of the websites. For example, they are used to log in, save your language preferences, provide a shopping cart experience, improve performance, route traffic between web servers, detect screen size, determine page load times, improve user experience and audience measurement. These cookies are necessary for our websites to function.
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                        Functional cookies help perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collecting feedback, and other third-party features.
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                        Security cookies help perform certain operations in safety. With these, we can ensure data is securely transmitted, detect and prevent malicious, fraudulent, invalid, or illegal activity, ensure correct and efficient operation of systems and processes, including to monitor and enhance the performance of systems and processes engaged in permitted purposes.
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                        We allow third parties to use analytics cookies to understand how you use our sites in order to improve them. These third parties may develop and improve their products, which they may use on websites that we do not own or operate. For example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks are needed to perform a task. We use some analytics cookies for advertising purposes. Enables storage (such as cookies) related to analytics e.g. visit duration across multiple territories, including but not limited to the European Union, United States of America and other states around the world.
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                        We, together with third parties, use social media cookies to show you ads and content based on your social media profiles and activity on our websites. These cookies are used to link your activity on our websites to your social media profiles, so that the advertisements and content you see on our websites and on social media better reflect your interests.
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                        We use, together with third parties, advertising and marketing cookies to show you new advertisements by recording the advertisements you have already seen. They are also used to track which ads you click on or purchases you make after clicking on an ad for payment purposes and to show you ads that are more relevant to you. For example, they are used to detect when you click on an ad and show you ads based on your interests on social networks and your browsing history on websites.
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                        When a user lands on our website after clicking an ad, information about the ad may be appended to the landing page URLs as a query parameter. In order to improve conversion accuracy, Google tags usually store this information in first-party cookies on our domain.
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